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	_3_ Other Notes_w02F44t52I1WGl21NLRmgw: TECHNICAL NOTES:- Quality Flag:  High, Medium, Low, Not Produced; 0,1,2,3, respectively.- 550nm AOD.- Horizontal res=2kmMETHODOLOGY:- VIS & NIR reflectances compared against calculated AOD & aerosol model reflectances.- Selects AOD & aerosol model for which calculated reflectances best match observed ones.  - Smallest residual between obs & model is used as the "correct" value.- Model over water is quite good.  "Model" over Land is estimated from band 6.  - Separate algorithms used for land (dust, smoke, urban, generic models) and water (4 fine and 5 coarse mode models).- Dependencies on CMI, Cloud Mask, Snow Mask, TPW.- Once over-land retrievals were fixed in July, 2018 the data achieved their current level of fitness for operational usage.  AERONET COMPARISON- Approximately ~0.02 bias for both water and land compared to AERONET.- Accuracy of High AOD over water (0.15) is only category where requirement (0.1) is not met.  Bias is largely due to 2 specific AERONET sites.  Possible reasons for over-estimation:     -- ABI Band 2 reflectance bias (correction somewhat lowers AOD values)*;      -- Possible contaminations at certain AERONET sites (large bias comes primarily from two sites)*;     -- Aerosol model used is not representative for the location*;     -- Limited sample size.- Plan to investigate angle dependencies and time-of-day dependencies for future potential algorithm improvement.  - Slide 81...  AERONET water sites are not "open water" sites like a satellite water retrieval.  AERONET water sites are often islands or coastal and in both cases have shallow water in comparison to satellite retrievals of open water.  - Highest priority going forward is to update land surface relationships.  VIIRS/MODIS AOD + AERONET COMPARISON- No compelling case for any one dataset being superior to another.  - Agreement is better over water than over land.  - Comparison vs MODIS is stronger, but no surprise since MODIS was the algorithm training data.- The data analysis period has greater magnitude AOD values towards the end of the period, which brings the statistics into requirements.  USER FEEDBACK- Preliminary feedback RE data quality from the research community (e.g. Amy Hoff) has been positive.  This air quality prediction quality focuses on the timing and spatial extent of the data, with less focus on the AOD magnitudes.  - Slides shared by NWS show a lack of dust detection for a specific case study (narrow time frame and location).  - NWS will continue to investigate utility of product in the operational NWS settings.  This is currently in question given the case study presented and other spot checks.  Perhaps adjustment of flags to include more data would be beneficial.  
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	_1_ Review Board Comments_Uikep1Tmhmr5qNB7B2pA7A: Today's GOES-16 Provisional PS-PVR is for Aerosol Optical Depth (AOD) presented by Dr. Istvan Laszlo.  DISPOSITIONWow!  This was the most enjoyable GOES-R maturity review presented thus far.  Both qualitative and quantitative analysis provided were extraordinarily thorough, organized, and expertly conveyed.  The data analysis synthesis (plots, visual images & animations, as well as the interpretation) are fantastic!  Istvan's ability to explain the results in an easily digestible manner is remarkably excellent.  Superb presentation!  Much of the results shared today appear to be in a format and with sufficient rigor that they are ready for publication.  NWS will take on the action of examining the collective various L2 aerosol products from GOES-R (AOD, Aerosol Detection), RGBs, and other air quality forecasting tools available to WFOs.  A more definitive statement on the utility of AOD for NWS is still needed.  The achievement of Provisional now allows for the sharing of the AOD product to any downstream approved PDA and CLASS subscribers.  
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